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ABSTRACT

Objectives After appendectomy for simple or complicated appendicitis, the optimal duration of postoperative antibiotics (postop abx) is unclear and great practice variability exists. We propose to compare restrictive versus liberal postop abx using a hierarchical composite endpoint which includes patient-centered outcomes and accounts for duration of antibiotic exposure.

Methods/Design Participants with simple or complicated appendicitis undergoing appendectomy are randomly assigned to either restricted or liberal strategy. Eligible subjects declining randomization will be recruited to enroll in an observation only cohort. The primary endpoint is an ordinal scale of mutually exclusive clinical outcomes with within-category rankings determined by duration of antibiotic exposure. Subjects in both randomized and observation only cohorts will be analyzed as intention-to-treat, per-protocol, and as-treated. Exploratory Bayesian analyses will be performed.

Conclusion The complex and simple appendicitis: restrictive or liberal postoperative antibiotic exposure multicenter randomized controlled trial will enroll surgical appendectomy patients and seeks to analyze if a strategy of restricted (compared with liberal) postoperative antibiotics results in similar clinical outcomes with the benefit of reduced antibiotic exposure.

Trial registration number NCT05002829.

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC

⇒ Antibiotics are often given preoperatively and perioperatively for appendectomy for simple and complicated appendicitis, but the optimal duration of postoperative antibiotics is currently unknown and wide treatment variability exists.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS

⇒ Herein, we describe a study protocol for a randomized trial to compare restricted versus liberal postoperative antibiotic treatment for simple and complicated appendicitis using a novel study design that incorporates duration of antibiotic exposure in a hierarchical scale primary endpoint.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, PRACTICE OR POLICY

⇒ When completed, the complex and simple appendicitis: restrictive or liberal postoperative antibiotic exposure trial will help inform clinicians about postoperative antibiotic treatment duration and will also help inform trialists about the feasibility and utility of the desirability of outcome ranking and response adjusted for duration of antibiotic risk study design.

BACKGROUND

The treatment of acute appendicitis in the USA is primarily surgical, with the vast majority undergoing a laparoscopic approach to appendectomy. Although the postoperative treatment of simple acute (non-perforated, non-gangrenous) appendicitis is relatively straightforward, the same cannot be said for complicated (eg, perforated or gangrenous) appendicitis. In the presence of an established complicated intra-abdominal infection (cIAI), a more prolonged duration of postoperative antibiotic treatment may be warranted as a therapeutic measure, though the overall clinical benefit of prolonged antibiotic treatment after achieving definitive source control remains uncertain.

In 2015, Sawyer et al published the STOP-IT trial comparing outcomes of two treatment strategies after source control of cIAI: a short-course (4 days) versus a standard-course (8 days). There were no significant differences detected in the primary composite endpoint of surgical-site infection, recurrent intra-abdominal infection, or death within 30 days, leading the investigators to conclude that 4 days was noninferior to a longer course of postoperative antibiotic treatment. However, enrollment of appendiceal disease was limited to no more than 10% of the study population in the STOP-IT trial. The MUSTANG (Multicenter Study of the Treatment of Appendicitis in North America: Acute,
Perforated, and Gangrenous) study was an observational study of 28 centers in the USA, enrolling 3597 subjects from January 2017 through June 2018. Posthoc analyses revealed wide practice variation in the postoperative prescription of antibiotics for both simple and complicated appendicitis. Subsequently, a hypothesis-generating posthoc analysis was performed using a novel study design (Desirability of Outcome Ranking (DOOR) and Response Adjusted for Duration of Antibiotic Risk (RADAR), see below) which demonstrated that restricted postoperative antibiotic use after both simple and complicated appendicitis was a dominant strategy when considering treatment effectiveness and antibiotic exposure. The Complex And Simple Appendicitis: REstrictive or Liberal postoperative Antibiotic eXposure (CASA RELAX) trial will therefore test this hypothesis in a prospective fashion.

STUDY OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of the CASA RELAX trial is to compare two different strategies of postoperative adjunctive antibiotics after appendectomy. We hypothesize that a restrictive strategy of postoperative antibiotics after simple and complicated appendicitis results in a higher DOOR-RADAR compared with a liberal strategy of postoperative antibiotics.

METHODS

General
The CASA RELAX is a multicenter, prospective, open-label, randomized controlled trial (RCT) and institutional review board (IRB) approved was obtained at the primary coordinating site, Denver Health (IRB #21–4816). Each additional enrolling site must obtain approval from their local IRB. Informed consent will be obtained either prior to appendectomy or in the early postoperative period.

Eligibility criteria
Eligible patients are age ≥18 years undergoing appendectomy for simple or complicated (perforated or gangrenous) appendicitis who have a working telephone number of other reliable method for patient contact after hospital discharge. The diagnosis of appendicitis is determined by the surgeon according to local standards. Exclusion criteria include pregnancy, prisoner, immunocompromised (as determined by clinical team or patients actively receiving steroids, chemotherapy, or immuno-suppressing medications (eg, tacrolimus), or patients with active hematologic malignancy affecting the immune system, leukemia, or end-stage AIDS), heart failure, allergy to bupivacaine, patient unlikely to comply with treatment or follow-up, inpatient consultation for appendicitis, clinically suspected of sepsis based on Sepsis-3 definition, current use of antibiotics for other indications, type 1 diabetes mellitus or uncontrolled hyperglycemia, surgeon preference, patient preference, and research team unavailable.

Site recruitment
Eligible patients will be approached for consent either preoperatively or in the early postoperative period. Patients who decline to enroll in the randomized trial will be requested to enroll in an observation only arm and analyzed in an as-treated (AT) fashion (see below).

Randomization
A 1:1 allocation ratio using permuted block sizes of four to six and stratified according to center and age (< or ≥65 years) was constructed by an independent statistician. Allocation concealment will be ensured using sealed, opaque, sequentially numbered envelopes. Blinding will not be performed due to practical limitations.

Interventions
Subjects with simple appendicitis (as determined by the surgeon at the time of operation) randomized to the restrictive strategy will not receive any postoperative antibiotics and those randomized to the liberal strategy will receive up to 24 hours of postoperative antibiotics. Antibiotic agent and route (oral or intravenous) will be according to local standards. Subjects with complicated appendicitis (as determined by the surgeon at the time of operation) randomized to the restrictive strategy will receive 24 hours of postoperative antibiotics and those randomized to the liberal strategy will receive 4 days of postoperative antibiotics. As with simple appendicitis, for patients with complicated appendicitis, antibiotic agent and route (oral or intravenous) will be according to local standards.

Demographics, imaging, operative details, and protocol compliance
Data fields to be collected include: age, gender, weight, height, body mass index, race (American Indian or Alaska Native; Arab, Middle Eastern, or North African; Asian; Black or African-American; Hispanic, Latino, or of Spanish Origin; Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander; White or Caucasian; Not Listed; or Prefer not to answer), comorbid medical conditions, tobacco use, Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI), duration of symptoms (from onset to emergency department (ED) triage), symptoms, Alvarado score, temperature, heart rate, systolic blood pressure, physical examination findings, white blood cell count, American Association for the Surgery of Trauma (AAST) appendicitis severity grade, imaging modality, imaging findings, operative approach, operative findings, operative duration, antibiotics given in ED, antibiotics given in the operating room (OR), intraoperative adverse events, and postoperative antibiotic use.

Complications
Selected complications during index hospitalization and up to 30 days after appendectomy will be assessed and graded according to the National Institutes of Health/National Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) v5.0: surgical site infection, intra-abdominal abscess, wound dehiscence, bleeding, sepsis, catheter-associated urinary tract infection, ileus, C. difficile infection, pneumonia, acute kidney injury, deep vein thrombosis/pulmonary embolism, supraventricular tachyarrhythmia, and ventricular arrhythmia. Intraoperative complications will be assessed and graded using a validated scoring tool and all postoperative complications will be graded according to the Clavien-Dindo complication schema and the Comprehensive Complication Index will be calculated.

Primary endpoint
All subjects will be contacted 30 days after appendectomy by telephone and assigned to seven mutually exclusive hierarchical (ie, ordinal) categories in decreasing order of desirability:
1. Cure; no adverse effects.
2. Infectious/antibiotic complication requiring antibiotic treatment only or no specific treatment.
3. Infectious/antibiotic complication requiring ED visit.
4. Infectious/antibiotic complication requiring hospital readmission.
5. Infectious/antibiotic complication requiring percutaneous drainage.
6. Infectious/antibiotic complication requiring operative intervention.
7. Death.

The DOOR ranking system analyzes trial participants according to the desirability of their overall outcome and distributions of DOOR are compared between strategies. Within categories, subjects have similar overall clinical outcomes, whereas subjects in different categories have clinically relevant differences in patient-centered outcomes. Additionally, the subjects will be ranked according to the RADAR, a version of DOOR designed for trials comparing strategies to optimize antibiotic use. The underlying principle of RADAR is that less antibiotic exposure is better but must not come at the expense of clinical outcomes. Thus, within DOOR categories, subjects are ranked according to duration of antibiotic exposure, with shorter durations receiving a higher rank when comparing patients with similar overall clinical outcomes. Within this system, a subject with a worse clinical outcome cannot have a higher rank than a subject with a better clinical outcome, no matter how short the antibiotic exposure. This novel analysis is pragmatic and compares two strategies in a way similar to how clinicians and patients actually weigh treatment decisions, by considering all clinical consequences, incorporating competing risks, and accounting for patient outcome preferences. Once the DOOR distributions for the two strategies have been determined, then the probability of a randomly selected control (liberal strategy) patient will have a better DOOR (if assigned to the experimental/restrictive strategy) is calculated with confidence intervals. Assuming no difference (null hypothesis) in strategies, then the probability will be approximately 50%. However, if the experimental strategy has a benefit in clinical outcome, shorter antibiotic exposure, or both, then the probability will be proportionally and significantly higher than 50%.

**Secondary outcomes**

Several a priori secondary analyses will be performed. Simple and complicated appendicitis will be analyzed separately; furthermore, complicated appendicitis will be further divided into gangrenous and perforated subgroup analyses will be performed. Protocol violations and crossover rates will be calculated and, in addition to the intention-to-treat (ITT) primary analysis, per-protocol and AT analyses will also be performed. Additional secondary outcomes to be assessed include the need for secondary outcomes (eg, percutaneous intervention or operation) and discharge disposition.

Previous appendicitis studies have demonstrated that the majority of patients decline to be randomized (eg, 63% in the CODA trial), thereby indicating a treatment preference. To discern if patients declining randomization differ from those who enroll, the observation only cohort will be compared with the enrolled cohort across all demographic and baseline features. If these features are not significantly different, then the observation only cohort will be combined with the enrolled randomized cohort for the AT analysis. If significant differences are observed between patients in the randomization and observational groups, then the analysis will include propensity score matching to adjust for differences in baseline covariates.

**Sample size**

We used the MUSTANG database to help inform our estimates of event rates for complicated appendicitis. To attempt to retrieve the expected rates of DOOR outcomes from an RCT, propensity score matching via the MatchIt algorithm was utilized. AAST clinical appendicitis grade, body mass index, age, CCI, and prior operations were used in the matching. 1:1 matching was utilized resulting in 479 match pairs from the MUSTANG dataset and diagnostics for matches were explored and it suggested that good matches were obtained. Table 1 displays the rates from the matched set, one observation was added to every cell to ensure that there were no zero rates in the assumptions.

We conducted Monte Carlo simulations to calculate power using the derived DOOR distributions. The number of clusters and events (ie, infectious complications) per cluster were varied between 3 and 30 and 5 and 40, respectively. This process was replicated 1000 times at a 5% significance level to determine power. Powering was based on a signed rank test for clustered data to take into consideration correlation within clusters. Number of patients expected per cluster is taken from the rate of complicated cases in the MUSTANG dataset of 31.8%.

We will recruit patients until we see a sufficient number of complicated cases to be sufficiently powered for our comparison on treatment within the complicated strata. Since we expect fewer than 50% to be complicated cases, we expect a larger sample size to be available for analysis in the acute (simple) arm. Thus, we will be powered for an even larger effect size for simple appendicitis and if we do not find a statistically significant difference, it is very likely that if there is a difference it would not be clinically meaningful. Also, since each analysis will depend on a mutually exclusive set of patients, we can consider these to be independent samples for which no adjustment for multiple testing is required.

This will be an ‘event-driven’ power analysis, meaning that we will enroll subjects until the minimum number of primary endpoints necessary for clinically meaningful comparisons have occurred. This approach will guard against type 2 error if the actual incident rate is lower than expected. Because this is a multicenter trial, the effect of enrollment site must be taken into account, and we have constructed a table with varying combinations of enrollment sites and subjects per site (table 2). Total events range from 300 to 625, and we will add 15% to account for loss-to-follow-up. Given that MUSTANG had an event rate of 31.8%, we expect to recruit up to 2275 patients.

**Statistical analysis**

Difference in DOOR score will be tested between restrictive versus liberal strategies via proportional odds regression, accounting for enrollment site and age strata. The primary endpoint will be analyzed using an ITT analysis. In case a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Complicated appendicitis 1:1 propensity score matched</th>
<th>MUSTANG dataset assigned to primary endpoint ordinal scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOOR</td>
<td>Matched population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>&lt;24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>88.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MUSTANG, Multicenter Study of the Treatment of Appendicitis in North America: Acute, Perforated, and Gangrenous.
Bayesian analysis

Bayesian analyses will be used to assess the probability of benefit with restrictive antibiotic use for appendicitis. Both primary and secondary outcomes will be assessed. Bayesian analyses combine prior beliefs (priors) and data obtained from the study (likelihood) to generate posterior distributions that reflect the updated evidence. Posterior probabilities calculated from these distributions indicate the probability of an effect of interest (e.g., reduced mortality; 10% or more reduced mortality), when considering both prior knowledge and the observed study data. The minimum clinically important difference in the primary outcome will be considered any increase in DOOR score (OR > 1.0). To assess the primary outcome, data-derived, skeptical, and neutral priors will be utilized.

Uncomplicated

Our informed prior was generated by Bayesian ordinal regression models using data from the MUSTANG study and a vague, neutral prior. The median OR was 1.11 (95% credible interval 0.75 to 1.71), with a 69% posterior probability that a restrictive antibiotic treatment will increase (worsen) DOOR scores in patients with uncomplicated appendicitis. This will be applied as our informed prior. Our skeptical prior will assume that the opposite effect is true, or that the DOOR score will decrease (improve) with restrictive antibiotic strategy compared with a liberal strategy (OR 0.90, 95% CI 0.58 to 1.34). Finally, our neutral prior was based on a prior belief that antibiotic administration does not affect DOOR score (OR 1.0, 95% CI 0.25 to 4).

Complicated

Again, our informed prior for the Complicated arm of the CASA RELAX trial was generated from Bayesian ordinal regression models using data from the MUSTANG study under a vague, neutral prior. The median OR was 0.48 (95% credible interval 0.27 to 0.90), with a 99% posterior probability that a restrictive antibiotic treatment will decrease (improve) DOOR scores in patients with complicated appendicitis. This will be applied as our informed prior. Our skeptical prior will assume that the opposite effect is true, or that the DOOR score will increase (worsen) with restrictive antibiotic strategy (OR 2.06, 95% CI 1.11 to 3.73). Finally, our neutral prior was based on a prior belief that antibiotic administration does not affect DOOR score (OR 1.0, 95% CI 0.25 to 4).

A priori interim analyses

Interim analyses will be conducted annually and presented to an independent data safety monitoring board comprised of members of the Surgical Infection Society Multicenter Trials committee at the annual meeting. A Bayesian interim analysis will be conducted as outlined above. The two arms (uncomplicated and complicated) will be analyzed separately and considered for early termination separately. Our stopping rule for safety will be a >95% posterior probability that a restrictive antibiotic strategy increases DOOR scores in either group. Our efficacy rule will be a >98% posterior probability that a restrictive antibiotic strategy decreases DOOR scores in either group. Finally, our stopping rule for futility will be a posterior probability between 45% and 55% that restrictive antibiotic strategy increased DOOR scores in either group after half the target sample size has been enrolled.

DISCUSSION

Herein, we describe the study protocol for a multicenter, open label, randomized trial comparing a restrictive versus liberal strategy of postoperative antibiotic therapy after appendectomy for simple and complicated appendicitis.

Acute

In a posthoc analysis of the MUSTANG study, 28% of patients with simple acute appendicitis received postoperative antibiotics. Those receiving postoperative antibiotics did not have improved clinical outcomes in terms of 30-day ED visits, hospital readmission, surgical site infections, intra-abdominal abscess, or need for secondary interventions. Mui et al performed a randomized trial of 269 adults with non-perforated appendicitis undergoing open appendectomy. Subjects were assigned to a single preoperative dose of cefuroxime/metronidazole, three doses, or 5 days of perioperative antibiotics and there were no significant differences between groups in the primary endpoint of postoperative infective complication.

Complicated

In a posthoc analysis of the MUSTANG study, the majority (86%) of patients with complicated appendicitis received postoperative antibiotics, though the duration was highly variable. Regression analysis did not demonstrate any association between duration of postoperative antibiotics and rates of surgical site infection, ED visits, hospital readmission, or secondary interventions at 30 days. Indeed, all trends seemed to favor short-course (<24 hours) antibiotic therapy, though a selection bias is highly likely. Kim et al examined 410 patients with complicated appendicitis, of whom 274 (67%) received postoperative antibiotics and reported the absence of clinical benefit (regarding wound complications or readmissions) associated with postoperative antibiotics. Similarly, Kimbrell et al reviewed 52 complicated appendicitis patients from their institution and were unable to demonstrate that those receiving greater than 24 hours of postoperative antibiotics had improved outcomes regarding...
intra-abdominal abscess formation. A large observational study in the Netherlands similarly reported that a longer course of postoperative antibiotics (5 days) was not associated with reduced infectious complications compared with a shorter course (3 days).

The APPIC (Antibiotics following aPpendectomy in Complex appendicitis, Dutch Trial Register NTR6128) recently completed enrollment, though results have not yet been published.24 The APPIC trial differs from the CASA RELAX trial in that APPIC enrolled pediatric patients (age above 8) and employed a traditional non-inferiority trial design. Additionally, the comparator durations were 2 days vs 3 days of postoperative antibiotics, with intravenous antibiotics (cefuroxime or ceftriaxone and metronidazole with an optional daily dose of gentamycin) mandated for the first 2 days of both arms. These stringent protocols will strengthen internal validity at the expense of external validity (generalizability).

The aforementioned studies support the notion that longer postoperative antibiotics after appendectomy for simple and complicated appendicitis are not necessarily better. There are several features of the CASA RELAX which are unique. First, the event-driven power calculation and adjustments for variable numbers of enrollment sites (clusters) helps guard against type 2 error from an inadequately powered study. We have also defined rigorous stopping rules for futility and efficacy to minimize risk of type 1 error encountered during preplanned interim analyses. Second, the use of a hierarchical ordinal ranking scale as the primary endpoint is novel in the appendicitis research field. Based on encouraging experience with recent large-scale COVID-19 trials, we selected this endpoint to provide a more nuanced understanding of patient outcomes than typical binary outcomes such as mortality or abscess formation. Furthermore, the inclusion of exposure to antibiotic risk introduces the further dimension of antibiotic stewardship as a desirable outcome assuming equality in patient clinical outcome.

CONCLUSION
The CASA RELAX multicenter RCT will enroll surgical appendectomy patients and seeks to analyze if a strategy of restricted operative antibiotics (5 days) will improve clinical outcomes with the benefit of reduced antibiotic exposure.

Trial status
Actively recruiting; accepting new enrollment sites.
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